
Ceradura Hardwax-color       
Pigmented oil-wax for wood floors

DESCRIPTION
Ceradura Hardwax-color is a pigmented blend of natural oils and waxes to stain wood floors. Easy to use, it stains 
the floor evenly in just one coat, highlighting the grain of the wood and for this reason, although it is suitable 
for all species of wood, it is recommended for use especially on wide grain woods such as oak, larch, chestnut, 
etc..  Ceradura Hardwax-color can be applied with a roller for an opaque effect or with a ragging technique for 
a pickled finish and always requires a protective coat of  Ceradura Hardwax-oil. Available in various shades that 
can be mixed together in any proportion to achieve a practically infinite range of colours (see the Vermeister 
colour chart)
The low level odour and the absence of any hazardous additives such as cobalt and ketoxime guarantee that 
floors treated with Ceradura Hardwax-color offer a high level of home comfort.

TECHNICAL DATA CHEMICAL-PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS at 20°C (indicative values not constituting product specifications):

Interval before polishing (min) 

(for non opaque effect)
5/10

Overcoating (hours) 6/8

Method of application 8 mm. Hardwax roller, brush, 
pad, Trowel, grey felt pad

Average coverage per coat (g/m2) 30/50

Stability and storage (in original, unopened containers stored in a cool, dry 
place) months 12 

Standard packaging (Lt) 1 

APPLICATION
Sand the floor and fill it with a Vermeister solvent based filler, then prepare the wood support, taking care to use 
a 100/120 grit abrasive as the last one. The smoothing and sanding phases must be carried out with particular 
care because every imperfection will be accentuated by the stain. Clean and vacuum the surface to be treated, 
then apply Ceradura Hardwax-color evenly working it in order to avoid the formation of excess product.  For 
a “pickled” finish, polish with a single disc buffer and a white pad 5/10 minutes after application (about 30 g/
sq. m.). CERADURA HardWax-Color can also be applied directly using a single disc machine and a grey felt pad 
adding small quantities of the product to the centre of the pad and massaging it until it is evenly spread. For a 
covering effect, apply the product using the 8 mm. Hardwax roller, working it thoroughly (about 50 g/ sq. m.), 
always taking care not to leave any excess quantities.. After about  6/8 hours (harsh environmental conditions 
and poor ventilation may delay the drying leading to a longer interval),  apply the top coat of  Ceradura 
Hardwax-oil in the same way. 
The treated surfaces are ready for traffic after 2/3 days, but reach their maximum  level of protection 10/15 days 
after application.
Therefore, moderate use of the floors is recommended during the first days following the treatment and the 
treated surfaces should not be covered with carpets, boxes, sheets,…. etc.

NOTES
Shake well before use.
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Safety precautions ANY RESIDUE PRODUCT COULD SELF-COMBUST and cloths and tools impregnated with the oil must be soaked in water and, before 
being disposed of, they must be left to dry in the open air, in areas where there are no risks of flames spreading. Keep the product in a tightly closed, upright 
container in a cool place away from sources of heat. The product is classified and coded in compliance with EC Directives/regulations concerning hazardous 
substances. The information for the user is given in the relevant safety sheet. Empty containers or those containing slight traces of the product must be 
disposed of in accordance with local regulations. VerMeister S.p.A. guarantees that the details given in this sheet are provided to the best of the company’s 
technical-scientific knowledge and experience; however, the company cannot be held responsible in any way for the results obtained with the products as 
the conditions of application are beyond the company’s control. It is always advisable to check the suitability of the product to each specific circumstance. 
This sheet cancels and replaces all previous editions. 
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